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Introduction
What Is Dinky Dragons?
Dinky Dragons is a simple roleplaying game with a minimum number of rules,
best used with comedy fantasy settings. It is a classic "beer and pretzels" system,
perfect for groups of two to eight players, ages 12 and over. Is it as good as Dinky
Dungeons? No way! Unfortunately, that wonderful RPG has been out of print for
years and copies of it are extremely rare. Dinky Dragons will have to do until Doc
makes his triumphant return.
Permission is granted to use these materials for non-commercial use.
share this material as long as proper credit is given to the source and author.

You may

Playtesters
Playtesters Guide
Welcome, brave adventurer! Playtesters are the boldest of roleplaying gamers.
They are able to negotiate the Labyrinth of Arcane Rules in search of the Mighty
Sword of Play-Balance and the Holy Grail of Good Fun. They are rewarded with
fame on the Dinky Dragons web site and the many thanks of the gamers who play
after them.
Keep in mind that Dinky Dragons is a comedy roleplaying game, intended for
humorous, combat-light, story-driven adventures. The rules are not meant to be a
realistic simulation. They should be easy to learn yet robust enough to get the job done.
Please send all comments and suggestions to stormy@steelandmagic.com. To be listed in the Hall of
Fame, send the player and character names of your group along with your feedback. Thank you for your
assistance!
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Character Creation
Getting Started
To create a character, you'll need a piece of paper (or character sheet), a pencil,
and three six-sided dice. Here is an overview of the process. First, read over the
races and classes you can choose from. Some combinations work better than others.
Once you have decided which ones you like, write them down. Next, generate your
attributes. Figure out your secondary attributes and perception. Good so far? Write
down each of the eight skills and distribute skill points between them. Choose a trait,
or pick two if your character is human. If your character can wield magic, choose
your starting list of spells. Finally, roll your starting silver and spend it on equipment.
Fantastic, you're ready to play! Character sheets are available on page 43.

Character Races
You can choose one of four different races.
• Elves are 5' tall, slender, pointy-eared, and magically gifted. They start with +2 magic points.
• Dwarves are 4' tall, bearded, stout and stubborn. They gain a +1 bonus when resisting disease, poison,
charm or fear.
• Humans are 6' tall and the most versatile people in the lands. They begin the game with an extra trait.
• Orcs are 7' tall, dark-skinned, massive and tough. They start with +2 health points.

Character Classes
A character's class determines which role he is best at while adventuring. A well-balanced adventuring
party includes members of different classes. There are six classes to choose from.
•
•
•

•

•

•

Rogues train in stealth, traps and other subtle arts. A balance between Mind and Body attributes works
best for them. They can spend skill points on Underworld and get a +1 bonus to the Social skill.
Sorcerers are masters of the arcane, able to cast powerful spells. They need a high Mind attribute.
They can spend points on Arcane and get a +1 bonus to the Medical skill.
Warriors are experts on the battlefield, trained to fight monsters and villains of all sorts. They benefit
from a high Body attribute. They can spend skill points on Combat and get a +1 bonus to the
Athletic skill.
Bards learn the skills of both sorcerers and rogues. They sing or play an instrument to cast spells. They
can spend skill points on Arcane and Underworld, however it costs an extra point for +1 rank. They
also receive a +1 bonus to Medical and Social skills.
Rangers are a hybrid of warrior and rogue, making excellent scouts. They can spend skill points on
Combat and Underworld, however it costs an extra point for +1 rank. They also receive a +2 bonus
to the Outdoors skill.
Wizards combine the fighting skills of warriors with the spellcasting of sorcerers, making them
versatile in combat. They can spend skill points on Arcane and Combat, however it costs an extra
point for +1 rank. They also receive a +1 bonus to Athletic and Craft skills.
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Primary Attributes
Your character has two primary attributes. Body is a measure of his physical prowess, including
strength, agility and stamina. Mind is a measure of his mental might, including intelligence, alertness and
willpower. The scores for these attributes are generated randomly. For one attribute, roll 3d6 and drop the
lowest die. For the other attribute, roll 2d6. Assign these two numbers to your attributes in a way that is
advantageous to your class. An average attribute is 6 or 7. The maximum attribute at character creation is
12, however attributes can be raised as high as 16 using experience points.
Optional Rule: For more balanced characters in a party, roll 1d6 and add 9. Divide this number of points between Mind and Body.

Attribute Rank Comparisons
Rank

0
1
2-3
4-5
6-7

Body

Mind

Rank

Helpless
Pathetic
Weak
Clumsy
Average

Mindless
Stupid
Foolish
Dull
Average

8-9 Athletic Clever
10-11 Stout Resourceful
12-13 Strong Gifted
14-15 Mighty Brilliant
16
Heroic Genius

Body

Mind

Secondary Attributes
Your character has two secondary attributes. These will change during game play, so you'll need to keep
track of the base or maximum value, and the current value. Base health and magic points can be increased
with experience points to a maximum of 20.
Health Points (HP) represent his constitution, or how many points of damage he can sustain without
dying. His starting base health points are equal to his Body, plus any adjustments due to race. When he
takes damage his current health points are reduced. A character with 0 HP is in a coma and will die without
immediate medical attention. At -1 HP or less, he is dead. At -10 HP, they can't identify the body. Health
points are restored by rest and healing, back to the base value. Rest restores 1 health point every 8 hours.
Magic Points (MP) determine how many spells your character can cast before resting. Your character's
starting base magic points are equal to his Mind attribute, plus any race adjustments. Wearing armor reduces
his base magic points by an amount equal to the armor's defense value. Casting spells and using scrolls
reduces your current magic points. Resting and sleeping restore them, but never above the base value. They
recover at a rate of 1 per hour of rest, or 3 per hour of sleep.

Perception
Perception (PER) is a tertiary attribute which measures your character's ability to notice things. To make
a perception check, the target number is equal to Mind plus his rank in the appropriate skill. Roll this
number or less on 3d6 to succeed. For example, if you were trying to spot someone camouflaged in the
woods, your perception check target number would be Mind + Outdoors.
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Skills
Skills represent your character's talents and abilities. There are eight different
skills to choose from. Physical skills benefit from a high Body attribute, while mental
skills are enhanced by a high Mind attribute. Skills range in rank from 0 (no skill) to
6 (mastery). Your character begins with a certain number of points to assign to skills,
equal to his Body for physical skills and Mind for mental skills. Skill ranks can be
increased by spending experience points.

The available skills are:
Athletic - Physical skill used for climbing, swimming, jumping, brawling, hiking, running, juggling,
sports, and so forth.
• Arcane - Mental skill used for thaumaturgy, spell lore and identification. Each rank gives a +1 bonus to
saving throws versus magic, and applies a -1 penalty to targets attempting to resist your spells. Only
sorcerers, bards and wizards can purchase ranks in this skill. Bards and wizards must spend an extra
point for +1 rank.
• Combat - Physical skill used for tactics, fast draw, dodge, parry and blind-fighting. Each rank in this
skill gives a +1 attack value bonus with one category of weapon (player's choice). The maximum
bonus to any category is +3. The categories are 1-Handed Bladed Melee, 2-Handed Bladed Melee,
Blunt Melee, Thrown, Ranged, and Special. Only warriors, rangers and wizards can purchase ranks
in this skill. Rangers and wizards must spend an extra point for +1 rank.
•

 2-Handed Bladed Melee weapons include bastard swords, great axes and pole arms. Blunt Melee weapons

include hammers, maces and flails. Thrown weapons include throwing daggers, darts and spears.
Ranged weapons include bows and crossbows. Special weapons include lassos, nets and bolas.
•
•
•
•
•

Craft - Mental skill used for smith, bowyer, locksmith, leatherworker, farmer, artist, mason, sailor and
so forth.
Medical - Mental skill for first aid, herbalism, poison lore, veterinarian, midwife, and so forth.
Outdoors - Physical skill for camouflage, cartography, riding, naturalism, survival, tracking, hunting,
falconry, snares, and so forth.
Social - Mental skill used for carousing, dancing, diplomacy, heraldry, acting, leadership, gambling,
languages, racial lores, and so forth.
Underworld - Physical skill used for pick pocket, pick lock, stealth, traps, streetwise, disguise, forgery,
escapism and so forth. Only rogues, bards and rangers can purchase ranks in this skill. Bards and
rangers must spend an extra point for +1 rank.

Traits
Traits are special talents and abilities. They don't have ranks like skills - a
character either has the trait or he doesn't. Humans begin the game with two traits, all
others begin with one trait. Some traits are only available to members of a particular
race. Traits can be purchased with experience points. Each trait may only be applied
once. (You cannot buy the same trait twice for double the effects.) Traits can have
cumulative effects with spells and magic items.
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The traits available to all races are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alert - +1 on Perception rolls.
Athletic - +2 Initiative.
Battle Mage - ½ normal base MP penalty for wearing armor (round down).
Clever - +1 on Mind saving throws.
Gifted - +3 Magic points.
Hearty - +3 save vs. disease and poison.
Nimble - Dodge once per combat (+3 defense values during that round).
Rugged - +1 on Body saving throws.
Paranoid - +3 Perception bonus when detecting ambushes (avoiding surprise).
Sixth Sense - Detect magic by touch with a successful Mind check.
Sturdy - +2 Health points.
Vigilant - Light sleeper (no perception penalty while asleep).
The traits available to humans are:

•
•
•
•

Ambidextrous - Only a -1 off-hand penalty in 2-weapon combat.
Champion - Hits become critical when two dice roll the same number.
Horseman - ½ normal mounted combat penalties (round down).
Swift - +50% movement speed.
The traits available to dwarves are:

•
•
•
•

Darksight - No darkness perception penalty.
Energetic - Regain 3 MPs/2 hrs resting, 4 MPs/hr sleeping.
Stalwart - Heal 1 health point per 6 hrs of rest.
Veteran - Power attack once per combat (+2 attack values during that round).
The traits available to elves are:

•
•
•
•

Accurate - ½ normal range penalty with Ranged weapons.
Darksight - No darkness perception penalty.
Energetic - Regain 3 MPs/2 hrs resting, 4 MPs/hr sleeping.
Steadfast - +3 save vs. charm and illusion.

The traits available to orcs are:
•
•
•
•

Brawny - Tough skinned, natural armor (defense value 1).
Fierce - +3 save vs. knockout and stun.
Relentless - Immune to fear.
Swift - +50% movement speed.
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Spells
Sorcerers, wizards and bards begin the game with several spells. These must be chosen from the Low
Magic category. Sorcerers and wizards learn incantations, while bards learn mystical songs. Sorcerers begin
with a number of spells equal to Mind divided by 2, rounded up. Wizards and bards begin with a number of
spells equal to Mind divided by 3, rounded up.

Combat Maneuvers
Warriors, rangers and rogues may begin the game with one or more combat maneuvers. Warriors begin
with a number of maneuvers equal to Body divided by 3, rounded down. Rangers and rogues begin with a
number of maneuvers equal to Body divided by 4, rounded down.

Money And Equipment
Sorcerers, rogues and bards begin the game with 3d6x10 copper pieces (CP). Warriors, wizards and
rangers roll 3d6, drop the lowest die, and multiply by 10 to determine starting copper pieces. All characters
begin the game with clothes, a backpack, a bedroll, a week's worth of travel rations, a knife (AV 3, 2
Damage) and three torches. Additional gear can be purchased before the game begins.
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General Rules
Using Skills
Skill checks are made by rolling equal to or less than Attribute + Skill on 3d6.
For example; use Body + Athletic to swim, or use Mind + Social to lie convincingly.
Sometimes it is more difficult to use a skill than normal. For example, when the
character has to hurry, doesn't have the right tools, is under attack, has little light
available, is trying to pick an extremely complex lock, or is terrified that he'll die if he
fails. The game master will assign a penalty to the roll based on the severity of the
situation, ranging from 1 to 5.
If the situation is not particularly dangerous or challenging, the game master can assign a bonus to the
roll. For example, when the character has assistance, has encountered the problem many times before, or is
trying to disarm a very simple trap.
A skill can only be tested once in a particular situation. You can't keep trying the same thing over and
over until the dice roll succeeds. You can roll again the next day, or sooner if you come up with a new plan.
How well a character succeeds or fails depends on the difference between the target number (Attribute +
Skill) and the total rolled on three six-sided dice.

Measure of Success and Failure
Under By

0
1
2
3
4
5

Result

Over By

Barely succeeded
Succeeded
Impressive success
Incredible success
Astounding success
Legendary success

1
2
3
4
5
6

Result

Barely failed
Failed
Laughable failure
Complete failure
Dismal failure
Total disaster

Miscellaneous Rules
Saving throws are used to resist the effects of magic, poison, or other harmful
effects. To make a saving throw, roll the appropriate attribute or less on 3d6. Use
Body to save versus death, poison, knockout, stun, disease, paralysis and magic with
non-damaging physical effects. Use Mind to save versus fear, charm, sleep, pain,
illusion, possession and mental magic.
Health points (HP) recover at a rate of 1 per 8 hours of rest. Medical care, such as
first aid, received immediately after combat can heal 1d6/2 health points over the first
hour (round up). A character at 0 HP is in a coma and will die without immediate medical attention. At -1
HP or less, he's dead.
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Movement (MV) is measured in 5' hexes. The number of hexes you can move during one combat round
is equal to your Body minus half of your armor's defense value (round down). Every hex you move beyond
this decreases your defense value by one. Out of combat, you can move (Body x 5) minus armor defense
value in hexes. Heavy encumbrance can also reduce your movement rate.
Gold pieces (GP) are worth 100 silver pieces (SP) each. One silver piece is worth 100 copper pieces
(CP).

Experience Points
At the end of each game session, the game master should award experience points
(XP) to the players based on their participation. These points can be spent to increase
the character's power. This is how a lowly adventurer becomes an epic hero! After an
average, four-hour game session, a player will earn about 4 XP.
Increasing an attribute also improves secondary attributes, perception, skill checks
and saving throws. It does not increase skill points or number of spells known.

One point can be awarded for each of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roleplaying a character well, with a distinct and interesting personality.
Roleplaying in a way that entertains the group more than usual.
Enriching the story by improvising elements that don't conflict with the plot.
Learning something important about another player's character through roleplay.
Uncovering an important secret or clue, and sharing it with the other characters.
Performing a heroic and memorable act.
Brainstorming a brilliant plan that helps the party succeed.
Roleplaying well with non-player characters, whether friend or foe.
Resolving a sub-plot or significantly furthering the main plot.

Experience point costs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase an Attribute by 1 — 12 XP
Improve Perception by 1 — 6 XP
Increase base Hit Points by 1 — 3 XP
Increase base Magic Points by 1 — 2 XP
Improve a Skill by one rank — 5 XP
Gain a new Trait — 6 XP
Learn a new Low Magic spell — 3 XP
Learn a new High Magic spell — 4 XP
Learn a new combat maneuver — 6 XP
Gain a windfall of 1 Silver — 1 XP
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Combat
Basic Rules
Combat is broken up into 10 second long rounds. During a round, each character
gets a turn to act. The order in which characters take turns is determined by initiative.
Initiative is figured by adding your Mind and Body. Spells and combat
maneuvers may adjust this total. Ties go the player with the higher Body attribute. If
the characters attributes are identical, break the tie by rolling 1d6. The highest roll
goes first.

Optional Rule: A character can choose to delay their action and take their turn last. If several characters want to delay, the normal
tie-breaking rules apply in reverse to determine who can truly go last.

Surprise occurs whenever a target isn't expecting attack and is taken completely off-guard. A surprised
character has a -5 initiative penalty during the first round of combat. A successful Perception check can be
used to avoid surprise, at the game master's discretion.
Your character's Attack Rank is the sum of attack values from the weapon he is wielding and any spells
that are enhancing his combat abilities. It can also be improved by combat maneuvers, skill bonus, or aiming
for parts of the target's body not covered by armor. It can be penalized by shield use and stun.
Your character's Defense Rank is the sum of defense values from any armor he is wearing and spells that
are protecting him. It can also be improved by dodging, taking cover, blocking with a shield, or otherwise
making it harder for an attacker to successfully hit him.
The game master determines the attack or defense value of situational modifiers that are not addressed in
the rules.
To determine if an attack hits or misses, compare the attacker's Attack Rank and the defender's Defense
Rank on the combat chart (below). Roll the target number or less on 3d6 to hit.
A hit becomes a critical hit if *CH is rolled on the combat chart or 3 identical numbers are rolled on the
dice. A miss becomes a critical miss if *CM is rolled on the combat chart or 3 identical numbers are rolled
on the dice.
Armor improves your defense value in combat. Heavier armor protects you better, however it also
reduces your base magic points by an amount equal to the armor's defense value. Armor only protects
against physical attacks.
Optional Rule: Missing the target number by 3 or less means that the armor absorbed the blow, otherwise the attack didn't
land at all. When armor absorbs a blow, it takes a little damage. If the amount of damage deflected in one hit is greater than the
armor's defense value, it will need to be repaired before the next combat.
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Shields improve your defense value in combat. During any round that you attempt to block an attack
using your shield, its defense value is added to your defense rank. However, your next attack suffers a
penalty equal to the shield's defense value minus 1. Shields only protect against physical attacks. Spells
can't be cast while using a shield.
Two hands are required to load a crossbow. A heavy crossbow can be fired once every other round. A
light crossbow can be fired one-handed. Shields cannot be used at the same time as bows, crossbows, or 2handed weapons.

How Combat Works
• Determine initiative for everyone involved in the combat, including non-player characters. Check for
any surprise modifiers that may affect initiative in the first round of combat.
• A 10-second round of combat begins. Each character takes one turn, in order of initiative.
• During their turn, each character can do one of the following:
o Attack with a melee or ranged weapon.
o Use a combat maneuver.
o Cast a spell, drink a potion, read a scroll, or activate a magic item.
o Avoid attacks by dodging or parrying.
o Perform a short action that takes 10 seconds or less. For example: shout for help, load a
heavy crossbow, switch weapons, or open a door.
o Move - Dive for cover, retreat, leap onto a table, change position, approach a foe, etc.
o Do nothing.
• If the character makes a physical attack, determine his Attack Rank and his target's Defense Rank. Find
the target number on the combat chart. Roll to see if the attack hits.
o If the attack hits - Check if there is a critical hit. Determine how much damage was done,
based on the weapon used. The target loses this number of health points.
o If the attack misses - Check if there was a critical miss.
• If the character makes a magical attack (mental or non-damaging physical magic), the target must make
a saving throw versus magic.
o If the target fails his saving throw - Determine the effects, based on the spell used. Apply the
appropriate penalties to the target.
o If the target makes his saving throw - Nothing happens.
• Check for characters suffering from damage over time effects and subtract the appropriate number of
health points. Check for characters recovering from knockout or stun.
• Begin another round of combat and repeat the process, until no one is still fighting.
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Combat To-Hit Chart

Defense Rank

Attack Rank
0
1
2
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

9
8
8
7
7
6
6
5
5
4
4
3

9 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 *CH
9 9 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
8 9 9 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
8 8 9 9 10 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 12 13 14 15
7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 12 13 14
6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 12 13
6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11 12
5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11
5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10
4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10
4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9
9
*CM 3 4
4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8
9
*CH – Use the critical hit table.

*CM – Use the critical miss table.

Critical Hits
Hits and Misses
Critical Hits:
Use the identical rolled number, or the result of 1d6 for *CH, to determine the outcome.
1: Attack does +1 damage.
2: Target must save vs. pain or be stunned next turn.
3: Knocked weapon from target's hand.
4: Attack does double (x2) damage.
5: Attack causes 1 damage in next 3 rnds from bleeding.
6: Attack does triple (x3) damage.

Critical Misses (Armed Combat):
Use the identical rolled number, or the result of 1d6 for *CM, to determine the outcome.
1: Attacker stumbles, -1 initiative until combat ends.
2: Attacker loses balance, -1 DV next action.
3: Attacker drops his weapon.
4: Attacker strikes himself for 1 HP of damage.
5: Attacker pulls muscle, -1 AV until combat ends.
6: Attacker's weapon breaks.

Critical Misses (Unarmed Combat):
Use the identical rolled number, or the result of 1d6 for *CM, to determine the outcome.
1: Attacker stumbles, -1 initiative until combat ends.
2: Attacker loses balance, -1 DV next action.
3: Attacker loses balance, -2 DV next action.
4: Attacker pulls muscle, -1 AV until combat ends.
5: Attacker pulls muscle, -2 AV until combat ends.
6: Attacker trips and falls to the ground.
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Combat Maneuvers
Warriors, rangers and rogues can use combat maneuvers. Each maneuver can be
used once per combat scene. Players should declare that a maneuver will be used at
the beginning of the round to take full advantage of any initiative bonus. Using a
maneuver will not allow the character to take an action before another character
whose action has already been resolved.

The maneuvers available to all races are:
Agile Blow - +2 initiative, +1 damage if the attack hits.
Devastating Blow - +2 attack bonus, -3 defensive rank, +2 damage if the attack hits.
Fearless Blow - +2 attack bonus, -1 defensive rank.
Rabid Blows - 2 attacks on the same target, -2 attack penalty on each.
Savage Blow - +1 attack bonus, -3 initiative, -1 defensive rank, +1 damage if the attack hits.
Stunning Blow - +3 initiative, target must save vs. stun or all opponents gain a +1 attack bonus against
him for the rest of the round.
• Twin Blows - No off-hand penalty and +1 attack bonus with the main hand, both attacks must strike the
same target.
• Wary Blow - +2 defensive rank, -1 damage if the attack hits.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unarmed
Unarmed Combat
In unarmed combat, a character fights without a ranged or melee weapon. There
are 3 kinds of unarmed attacks - punch, kick, and tackle. Use the tables below to
determine his unarmed AV and damage.
A successful tackle knocks the opponent to the ground. Every round thereafter,
the attacker and target roll Body + d6. If the attacker's result is higher, he
successfully keeps his opponent pinned on the ground and unable to attack.

Punch Damage
Body

Damage

Body

0-1
2-5

0
1

6-7
2
8-11 3

Damage

Body

Damage

12-15 4
16
5

Unarmed Attack Values
Combat Skill

Punch AV

Kick AV

Tackle AV

Combat Skill

Punch AV

Kick AV

Tackle AV

0
1
2
3

2
2
2
3

1
2
2
2

1
1
2
2

4
5
6

3
3
4

3
3
3

2
3
3
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Advanced Tactics
As his action, a character can attempt to dodge all attacks aimed at him during a
round. Roll 3d6 with a target number equal to Body + Combat skill rank. On a
successful roll, the character's defensive rank is improved by 3 for the rest of the
round. (Dodging does not affect attacks made before the character's turn in the
round.)
As his action for the round, a character can try to parry all melee attacks made by
one opponent. He must be wielding a melee weapon no less than half the size of his
opponent's weapon. Roll 3d6 with a target number equal to the weapon's Attack Value + Combat skill rank.
A successful roll deflects one attack. You can choose to parry an opponent's attack at any time, even if your
turn hasn't come, however it counts as your action for the round.
An attacker wielding a blunt melee weapon can attempt to stun his opponent. The attack is at a -1
penalty to hit. If the attack hits, instead of causing damage, he forces his target to save versus stun. On a
successful saving throw, the target is stunned during his next action. On a failed saving throw, the target is
stunned a number of rounds equal to the points of damage that would have been inflicted.
An attacker wielding a blunt melee weapon can attempt to knockout his opponent, rendering him
unconscious. The attack is at a -5 penalty to hit. If the attack hits, instead of causing damage, he forces his
target to make a saving throw versus knockout. If he misses the save, he is knocked unconscious for a
number of rounds equal to the damage that would have been inflicted.
Stunned characters suffer a -3 attack penalty, a -2 penalty to skill checks, and a -1 penalty on saving
throws using Mind. Stun caused by toxins can be avoided with a successful saving throw versus poison.
Poisoned characters take 1 point of damage at the end of each round for the duration, or until the poison
is cured. With a successful saving throw versus poison, weak poisons cause no damage, strong poisons
cause only 1 point of damage, and deadly poisons cause only 2 points of damage. A vial of antidote can
occasionally cure the poison. On 1d6, a roll of 1-4 cures weak poison, 1-3 cures strong poison, and 1-2 cures
deadly poison.
Paralyzed characters suffer a cumulative -1 penalty to attack and skill rolls each round until the venom
reaches full effect. The penalty is then reduced by 1 each round until the effects are gone. The venom's
effects are avoided entirely with a successful saving throw versus paralysis.
Entangling attacks disable the target's limb or entire body for d6 rounds. If the target sees the attack
coming, he can make a Body attribute check to avoid entanglement. A large net requires one round of
preparation before it can be thrown.
Two-weapon combat is a style of fighting with a 1-handed weapon in each hand. You receive a -1 attack
penalty with the weapon in your main hand (IE: right), and a -3 attack penalty with the weapon in your off
hand (IE: left).
Mounted combat is fighting while riding a horse or other beast. You receive a -1 attack penalty to onehanded melee weapons, -2 penalty to thrown weapons, -3 penalty to ranged weapons, and -4 penalty to twohanded melee weapons. A successful strike with a lance against a mounted opponent will knock him off his
mount, unless he uses a shield and makes a successful Body attribute check.
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Magic
Basic Rules
Characters can learn new spells from books and mentors with the Game Master's
permission. Low Magic spells cost 3 experience points, while High Magic spells cost
4 points.
Magic points (MP) are needed to cast spells or use scrolls. Each spell drains a
specific number of points. They recover at a rate of 1 per hour of rest, or 3 per hour
of sleep. Armor reduces your base magic points by an amount equal to the armor's
defense value.
Spells have a limited range. Incantations can only affect targets within line of sight. The center of an
area effect incantation must also be within line of sight. A bard's mystical songs can only affect targets
within range of hearing. Songs with an area of effect are always centered around the bard. The caster can
choose the radius of an area affect spell when it is cast. The minimum radius is his own hex, while the
maximum radius is 5 hexes. A character must be able to speak to cast spells. He must also have one hand
free to cast High Magic incantations, or both hands free to play an instrument while casting a High Magic
mystical song. It takes one round (10 seconds) to cast a spell.
Each rank you have in the Arcane skill gives you a +1 bonus to saving throws versus magic, and applies
a -1 penalty to targets attempting to resist your spells.
Optional Rules: Allow players to spend 10 XP to invent a new spell for their character. Reduce the MP cost of a spell by one
(minimum 1) if the player roleplays a magic spell with an interesting visual and audible effect.

Potions And Scrolls
Potions are small, wax-stoppered bottles that contain 50ml (1.7 ounces) of
enchanted liquid. The bottle fits comfortably in the palm of the hand. The liquid is
often flavored and dyed a particular color to make it easy to identify, even in a hurry
or without much light. When the majority of the liquid is swallowed, the magical
properties of the potion take effect immediately. Potions cannot be sipped for partial
effects. A character who is stunned or unconscious will swallow a potion out of
reflex if someone pours it into his mouth. Potion bottles must be made of glass or
crystal. They can be reused if cleaned carefully. The bottles can also be broken by
sharp blows, though crystal vials are much more resilient. The potion's enchantment dissipates one month
after it was created, rendering it useless.
Scrolls are single sheets of parchment bearing arcane writing in mystical ink. They are specially
prepared by enchanters. Anyone who reads the scroll aloud, without interruption, casts the spell written on
the parchment. The reader must be literate and have sufficient magic points available. Using a scroll costs
the same number of magic points as the spell that it casts. After the scroll has been used, the ink disappears.
Scrolls are susceptible to damage, especially by fire and water. Most travelers keep their scrolls in a case
until it is time to use them. The scroll's enchantment dissipates one year after it was created, rendering it
blank and useless.
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Enchanting Items
Enchanting is the art of creating potions, scrolls, and magical items. The Arcane
skill is essential, with a minimum rank of 4 required to make potions, 5 to make
scrolls, and 6 to create magic items. Potions are used when the spell only needs to
affect one person. Scrolls are necessary for spells that affect a target at range or have
an area effect. Magic items are highly prized because they can be used repeatedly or
have a permanent duration.
The enchanter must know the spell he wishes to bind into a potion, scroll or
magical item. He must be rested, possess certain tools, and set aside one or more hours of uninterrupted time
to complete his work.
Potions require an alchemist's cauldron to create. The cauldron is a silver plated bowl which has been
infused with magical energy. It takes 1 hour to brew a potion with the effects of a low magic spell or 2 hours
for a high magic spell. Exposure to strange chemicals and mystical herbs can have strange side effects, so an
enchanter can only brew one potion per day. Depending on the type of potion being created, the game
master will decide which alchemical substances are required. For example, wolf blood and ground obsidian
may be required to brew a Beast Claws potion.
Scrolls require one sheet of heavy parchment and one vial of mystical ink to create. Mystical ink is
created from rare herbs and imbued with magical energy. It takes 1 hour to inscribe a scroll that casts a low
magic spell or 2 hours for a high magic spell. Due to the intense concentration required, an enchanter can
only inscribe one scroll per week.
Magic items require an enchanter's wand to create. The wand is made from ancient oak wood and
embedded with small gemstones that channel magical energy. The item to be enchanted must be durable and
exceptional in quality. The enchantment is broken if the item is significantly damaged. It costs 5 times the
normal Magic Point cost to bind a spell into an item. For example, binding Obscure into an amulet requires
10 MP to create. Depending on which spell will be bound, the game master will decide if the magical item
has a continuous effect or how often it can be activated. Due to the mental and physical strain of binding
magic, an enchanter can only create one magic item per year.

Spellbook
Spells allow an ordinary person to do extraordinary things. They are useful for
healing, attack, defense, solving problems, overcoming obstacles, and revealing that
which is hidden. Though a spellcaster is not as deadly as a trained warrior, he is
extremely useful to any adventuring party. Sorcerers and wizards learn spells by
memorizing the proper incantations and gestures. Bards learn to sing and play
mystical songs. All of them use magic to perform miracles through mind over matter.
The following lists are sample spells. The game master should add or remove
spells as necessary to fit the campaign world.
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Incantations
Sorcerers and wizards learn incantations. Only Low Magic incantations can be
selected at character creation. These spells have a limited range. They can only
affect targets within line of sight. The center of an area effect incantation must also
be within line of sight. The caster can choose the radius of an area affect spell when it
is cast. The minimum radius is his own hex, while the maximum radius is 5 hexes. A
character must be able to speak to cast spells. He must also have one hand free to cast
High Magic incantations.

Low Magic Incantations
Spell

MP

Duration

Description

Arcane
Senses
Ascending
Rope
Aspect of the
Owl
Aspect of the
Stag
Aspect of the
Wolf
Beast Claws

2

1 hr

Gives a target the ability to see magic, and a +1 bonus to the Arcane skill.

2

10 min

1

1 hr

Causes a rope to straighten, become inflexible, and stand up vertically with one end
touching the ground.
Allows the target to see normally in weak moonlight or better.

1

1 hr

Gives the target x2 ground movement speed.

2

1 hr

Gives the target a +3 bonus to tracking and hunting.

2

1 hr

Cure Ailment
Cure Poison
Delouse
Descend
Druid's
Cudgel
Fire Orb
Frost Orb

1
2
1
1
2

Instant
Instant
Instant
1 hr
10 min

Causes the target to grow sharp claws with an AV equal to Punch+1 that inflict 1
damage.
Cures colds, flu, rashes, allergies and other minor illnesses suffered by the target.
Cures all poisons, venoms and toxins affecting the target.
Kills all insects and parasites biting or infesting the target.
All party members in range fall too slowly to be harmed.
Doubles the damage of a blunt weapon when used on wood.

2
2

Instant
Instant

Gloom

1

*

Hawk Sight
Heal Wounds
Mend Item

1
2
1

1 hr
Instant
Instant

Mystic Orb

2

Instant

Obscure
Otter Kin
Shocking
Blow
Solar Water

2
2
2

1 hr
1 hr
10 min

1

1 day

Squirrel Kin

2

1 hr

Swift Strike
Torch Glow

1
1

1 hr
1 hr

Creates a tangible orb of fire which the caster can throw at a target. AV 3, 2 damage.
Creates a tangible orb of frigid air which the caster can throw at a target. AV 4, 1
damage.
Covers an area in thick fog causing a -3 PER penalty, in a radius of 1 hex per round of
concentration. The fog disperses normally.
Grants a target the ability to see 3 times as far as normal.
Restores 1d6/2 health points (round up) and cures stun.
Fixes minor damage in an inanimate item, such as rust, cracks, tears, stains, or
fraying.
Creates a tangible orb of magic energy which the caster can throw at a target that
ignores all armor. AV 2, 1 damage.
Gives the target a +2 bonus to stealth.
Gives the target a +5 bonus to swimming.
Gives the caster's unarmed strikes a chance to stun the target with an AV of 5 for 3
points of stun. The target can save versus stun to resist the effects.
Imbues water with the faint glow of sunlight, making it harmful to vampires and other
sunlight-allergic creatures. AV 8, 1 damage per cup.
Gives the target a +3 bonus to jumping and climbing. The target can leap Body feet
horizontal, and ½ Body vertical
Increases the range of a bow or crossbow by 50%.
Causes an inanimate item to glow with torch brightness.
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High Magic Incantations
Spell

MP

Duration

Arcane Armor
Aspect of the
Bear
Celerity
Cure Disease
Dismiss Magic
Enlarge Beast
Fairy Flight

4
3

10 min
10 min

4
2
4
2
3

1 min
Instant
Instant
10 min
1 min

Fire Bolt

3

Instant

Frost Bolt
Heal Injury
Iron Cloak

3
3
3

Instant
Instant
10 min

Mystic Bolt

3

Instant

Quench Fire

1

Instant

Regenerate

6

Instant

Reveal Traps
Shadow Walk
Staff of Might
Vorpal Edge
Zone of Silence

2
2
3
3
2

1 hr
1 hr
10 min
10 min
1 min

Description

An invisible barrier forms around the caster, adding 3 DV.
Gives the target +1 Body, which also increases health points and physical saving
throws.
Allows the target to move twice as fast, and take 2 actions in 1 round.
Cures all diseases and related symptoms affecting the target.
Ends a spell's duration by touching the creature, item or area affected by it.
Causes an animal to increase in size and strength by 50%.
Allows the caster to levitate, moving up to 1 hex per round and carrying no more than
Mind x 50 lbs.
Shoots a bolt of fire from the caster's hand at a target. AV 4, 5 damage, ignites
flammable materials.
Shoots a bolt of frigid air from the caster's hand at a target. AV 6, 3 damage.
Restores 2d6 (drop the lowest) health points and cures stun.
Makes a cloak immune to cutting or puncture, reducing the damage of bladed attacks
by 50%.
Shoots a bolt of magic energy from the caster's hand which ignores armor. AV 4, 2
damage.
Extinguishes one fire no larger than a bonfire, or multiple flames no larger than a
torch.
Restores 3d6 health points, regenerates lost tissue, and removes all scars. This
spell can only be used once per target, per year.
Gives the target a +3 bonus to the underworld skill when detecting traps.
Grants a +5 bonus to stealth for the caster only.
Increases the AV of blunt weapons by 1.
Increases the AV of a bladed weapon by 1.
Nullifies sound in an area from any source. This prevents spellcasting.

Mystical Music
Bards learn mystical music. Only Low Magic songs can be selected at character
creation. These spells have a limited range. They can only affect targets within range
of hearing. Songs with an area of effect are always centered around the caster. The
caster can choose the radius of an area effect spell when it is cast. The minimum
radius is his own hex, while the maximum radius is 5 hexes. The caster must be able
to speak. He must also have both hands free to play an instrument while casting a
High Magic song.

Low Magic Songs
Spell

MP

Duration

Description

Aria of Purity
Battle March

1
2

Instant
10 min

Cacophony
Chant of
Stealth
Discordant
Tune
Familiar
Refrain

1
2

1 hr
1 hr

Makes all food and water in range safe for consumption.
Grants all allies in range a +1 saving throw versus fear, a +1 initiative, and prevents
them from being surprised.
Repels small insects and animals from the area.
Grants a +1 stealth bonus to all allies in range.

1

8 hrs

Causes a loud alarm sound to be heard if a creature enters the area of effect.

2

1 min

Improves the caster's focus, granting a +5 Mind bonus when attempting to remember
something.
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Spell

MP

Duration

Description

Flight of
Fancy

3

1 min

Gypsy
Folksong
Hero's
Anthem
Palaver
Chant
Requiem
Siren's Voice
Song of Air
Song of Fire
Song of
Stone
Song of War
Song of
Water
Soothing
Lyrics
Storm
Shanty
Trackless
March
Twilight Aria
Undine's
Melody
Whispering
Wind

1

1 hr

2

1 hr

Causes a creature or item to appear within range. It does not move or make any
sound. The caster must be familiar with the item. Viewers can make a saving throw
versus illusion to realize that it's fake.
Allows the caster to know whether anyone in range is currently feeling extremely hostile
or plans violence.
Grants a +3 bonus to leadership and diplomacy.

1

1 hr

Allows the caster to understand the spoken words of any creature within range.

1
2
2
2
3

1 hr
1 hr
1 min
1 min
1 min

Allows all ghosts/spirits in range to be seen and heard by those present.
Grants a +5 bonus to carousing and a +2 bonus to acting.
All allies in range become immune to discomfort or damage from cold.
All allies in range become immune to discomfort or damage from heat.
All allies in range are granted tougher skin, adding 1 DV.

2
2

1 hr
1 hr

Gives all allies in range a +5 bonus to save versus fear.
All allies in range gain the ability to breathe underwater.

2

10 min

1

1 hr

1

1 hr

Causes all non-sentient animals within range to remain calm unless harmed, with no
saving throw.
Protects an area from strong winds, rain, hail, fog, lightning and other aspects of bad
weather.
Prevents all creatures in range from leaving footprints.

1
2

1 hr
10 min

2

Instant

Causes the area to shine with candle light.
Allows all allies in range to walk on water as though it were solid earth, however a Body
check may be required to avoid tripping or falling due to waves.
Sends a quiet, verbal message to one target the caster is familiar with. The target must
be within 10 miles. The message takes 1 minute per mile to arrive.

High Magic Songs
Spell

MP

Duration

Description

Dirge of
Defeat
Dreamer's
Melody

4

1 rnd

Causes all enemies in range to save versus fear or retreat at the end of the round.

4

1 min

Fool's Ditty
Loyal Harp
Madrigal of
Magic
Serenade of
Torment
Song of Iron
Song of
Orpheus

4
3
3

1 min
1 hr
1 min

Causes an illusionary creature or item to appear within range, doing whatever the caster
desires. The caster must be familiar with both the creature or item, and the action it is
performing. The illusion can make sounds up to 100 decibels. Viewers can make a
saving throw versus illusion to realize that it's fake.
Brings bad luck to all enemies within range, causing a -1 penalty on all dice rolls.
Allows the caster to play a musical instrument without touching it.
All creatures within the area of effect gain a +2 saving throw versus spells and magic.

3

1 min

5
4

1 min
10 min

Summer
Ballad
Sword
Toccata
Thief's
Lullaby
Winter
Ballad
Words of
Power

3

1 rnd

3

1 min

3

Instant

3

1 rnd

Causes all creatures in range to save versus sleep or fall asleep. Affected creatures
awaken normally.
Rains hailstones down on everything in a 3 hex radius for 1 round. AV 4, 1 damage.

6

Instant

Restores the magic points of all allies in range to their base value.

All creatures in range must save versus pain or suffer a -1 penalty on attacks and
physical skills.
All allies in range are granted tougher skin, adding 2 DV.
Causes all creatures in range to perceive the caster as a normal part of their
surroundings and beneath notice, so long as he takes no threatening or highly unusual
actions. Non-sentient creatures do not get a saving throw.
Rains tiny balls of fire down on everything in a 3 hex radius for 1 round. AV 4, 2
damage, ignites flammable materials.
Increases the armor DV of all allies in range by 2 against bladed weapons.
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RaceRace-Specific Magic
Each race has a small number of unusual (read: generally useless) spells that they
can cast. Characters of any class can learn these spells through book learning,
persistent experimentation, or simple observation. Each spell has different verbal,
somatic and material requirements. They cost no experience points to learn and drain
no magic points when cast.

Racial Spells
Spell

Race

Effect

Requirements

Aura of Fury

Dwarf

Shout stinging invectives and creative expletives.

Deathwish

Dwarf

Dispel Fear

Dwarf

Enrage
Dragon

Dwarf

Feign
Madness

Dwarf

Causes enemies in hearing range
to become extremely angry.
Convinces enemies within line of
sight that the caster is insane and
intends to hack them to pieces
regardless of personal risk.
Gives courage to allies within
hearing range.
Causes dragons within hearing
range to become enraged and
attack.
Causes enemies within visual
range to underestimate the caster.

Grimthor's
Clenched
Teeth
Summon
Beer

Dwarf

Makes the caster appear tough
and impervious to pain.

Dwarf

Befuddle Foe

Elf

Charm
Friends

Elf

Causes a frothing mug or tankard
of local beer to appear in front of
the caster.
Causes enemies to pause for a
round, staring perplexed at the
caster.
Causes friends to become allies
and party members.

Hold Self

Elf

Know
Direction

Elf

Speak With
Monsters
Un-magic
Missile
Wall of
Horse
Appraise
Enemy
Detect Party

Elf
Elf
Elf
Human
Human

Causes the caster to become
motionless.
Allows the caster to know which
direction he is facing.
Allows the caster to avoid combat
for an extra round or two.
Pierces the enemy with a
mundane sharp, pointy object.
Provides horizontal cover for the
caster.
Determines whether a foe is
more, less, or equally powerful.
Locates allied party members
(also attracts enemies and
monsters).

Charge enemies while waving a weapon wildly, with
face red and neck veins bulging.

Shout a unique, violent battle cry accompanied by a
display of battle prowess.
Shout an effective insult, such as "Move off, you moonbrained, eel-skinned bull's pizzle!"
Take a deep swig of frothing swill, allowing froth to
settle on beard. Chant incomprehensible rhymes,
stopping occasionally to give a one-eyed stare.
Grind teeth together in a grimace that resembles
ferocity more than agony.
Shout "Wench! Bring me a beer!" in an appropriate
environment, such as a tavern.
Speak the mesmerizing words of a difficult riddle, such
as "What do I have that I want to share, but in sharing
cannot keep?", or "What have I got in my pocket?"
Appeal to nobler motives, throw down a challenge, and
finally, exaggerate the amount of wealth and fame to be
gained by going along on the adventure.
Hold very still. Close eyes and plug ears to avoid
noticing anything alarming.
Take a compass out and look at it. The fancy needle
points North. If no compass is available, wait for the
sun to rise, indicating East.
Squeak, warble, growl, or otherwise imitate the
creature's vocalizations.
Shout "Look, gold coins!", then shoot an arrow or bolt
when the enemy pokes his head up from behind cover.
Dismount. Stand beside horse, on side opposite from
incoming attacks.
Look the target up and down, taking note of armor,
weapons, tattoos and overall amount of body hair.
Repeatedly shout the arcane phrase, "Hei gize,
ware'yat?" at the loudest possible volume.
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Spell

Race

Effect

Requirements

Jed's
Assertive
Finger
Lower
Inhibitions

Human

Expresses the caster's deep and
abiding disdain for the target.

Show target the back of your hand, make a fist, then
extend the middle digit.

Human

Rapidly drink a pint of potent alcohol. (Most effective on
an empty stomach.)

Minor
Remedy
Personal
Illusion
Summon
Reaper

Human

Augment
Bard

Orc

Removes unwanted shyness,
modesty and civility from the
caster.
Cures all wounds that caused less
than 1 health point of damage.
Change's the caster's
appearance.
Causes a Grim Reaper to arrive at
(or very near) the caster's
location.
Increases the volume of a bard's
music.

Detect Dead

Orc

Determines if nearby bodies are
alive, dead or undead.

Dispel
Darkness
Limited
Wash
Sedating Fist

Orc

Creates light in a small area
directly around the caster.
Reduces the caster's body odor.

Shocking
Grasp
Stinking
Cloud

Orc

Human
Human

Orc
Orc

Orc

Causes a target to fall
unconscious. May also decrease
the target's Mind attribute.
Zaps a target with a small
electrical charge.
Creates a volume of choking
vapors directly around (mostly
behind) the caster.

Apply an antiseptic to the wound and cover with a clean
bandage.
Apply a costume, wig and make-up. Walk and speak
differently.
Turn to a nearby humanoid and slay them.

Loudly accompany the bard by singing "la la la" for elf
bards, "barrum barrum" for dwarf bards, "do re mi" for
human bards, or "loot pillage burn" for orc bards.
Use a long stick with a pointy end to sharply jab the
suspected corpse. A body that shouts in pain or curses
is alive, a body that groans and stumbles toward the
caster is undead, and a body that doesn't even flinch is
just plain dead.
Strike two spark-producing materials together near a
flammable substance.
Stand in or under a stream of moving water and count
to ten.
With great speed, apply a fist to the target's head,
aiming for the chin.
Rub animal fur wrist band against hair or wool cloak.
Touch target.
Prepare in advance by eating a large quantity of beans,
radishes or rutabagas. At the appropriate moment,
clench stomach and bowel muscles.
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Equipment
Adventuring Gear
Here are the names and descriptions of common pieces of adventuring equipment.
The prices are for average quality gear purchased in a city. Magic items are generally
not available at stores and should only be purchased with the game master's
permission. Some armor and weapons have a minimum Body attribute requirement.
Scale armor is made from rectangles of metal attached to a leather backing.
Brigandine is made from overlapping rectangles of metal. Augmented mail is
chainmail woven with leather. Double mail is made from a more complex interlink of
chainmail. A halberd is a broad axe blade with a spike at the end of a staff. A morning star is a spike and
spiked mace head on the end of a staff. Scrolls are single-use items.
Defensive Gear
Armor
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

Heavy Furs - DV 1, 15 CP
Leather, Light - DV 2, 30 CP
Leather, Studded - DV 3, 50 CP
Scale - DV 4, 75 CP
Chainmail - DV 5, 95 CP
Brigandine - DV 6, Min Body 6, 130 CP
Augmented Mail - DV 7, Min Body 6, 175 CP
Double Mail - DV 8, Min Body 7, 230 CP
Plate - DV 9, Min Body 8, 280 CP

Helms & Shields
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

Helm, Leather - DV 2, 15 CP
Helm, Chainmail Coif - DV 4, 25 CP
Helm, Metal - DV 6, 40 CP
Helm, Full - DV 8, -1 PER, 50 CP
Shield, Small Leather - DV 1, 10 CP
Shield, Wood - DV 2, Min Body 6, 15 CP
Shield, Metal - DV 3, Min Body 8, 30 CP
Shield, Tower - DV 4, Min Body 10, 50 CP

Offensive Gear
One-Handed Bladed Melee Weapons
°
°
°
°
°

Axe - AV 5, 3 Damage, 30 CP
Knife - AV 3, 2 Damage, 20 CP
Sword, Broad - AV 7, 6 Damage, Min Body 8, 80 CP
Sword, Long - AV 6, 5 Damage, 60 CP
Sword, Short - AV 4, 3 Damage, 35 CP

Two-Handed Bladed Melee Weapons
°
°
°
°
°

Axe, Great - AV 10, 7 Damage, Min Body 11, 180 CP
Polearm, Halberd - AV 6, 4 Damage, 50 CP
Sword, Bastard - AV 8, 6 Damage, Min Body 9, 130 CP
Sword, Claymore - AV 9, 7 Damage, Min Body 10, 160 CP
Sword, Great - AV 11, 7 Damage, Min Body 12, 200 CP

Blunt Melee Weapons
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

Club - AV 3, 1 Damage, 3 CP
Flail - AV 6, 4 Damage, 55 CP
Lance - AV 5, 6 Damage, 150 CP
Lance, Jousting - AV 6, 1 Damage + 2 Stun, 50 CP
Mace - AV 5, 3 Damage, 45 CP
Polearm, Morning Star - AV 7, 5 Dmg., Min Body 8, 60 CP
Quarterstaff - AV 4, 2 Damage or 5 Stun, 25 CP
Sap - AV 2, 3 Damage (stun only), 6 CP
Warhammer - AV 8, 6 Damage, Min Body 9, 100 CP

Ranged Weapons
° Bow, Composite - AV 8, 4 Damage, Range 50 hexes, Min
Body 8, 150 CP
° Bow, Long - AV 6, 2 Damage, Range 30 hexes, 100 CP
° Bow, Recurve - AV 7, 3 Damage, Range 40 hexes, Min Body
7, 125 CP
° Bow, Short - AV 5, 1 Damage, Range 20 hexes, 80 CP
° Crossbow, Light - AV 5, 2 Damage, Range 15 hexes, 80 CP
° Crossbow, Heavy - AV 7, 4 Damage, Range 35 hexes, Min
Body 7, 125 CP
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Thrown Weapons
° Axe, Hand - AV 4, 2 Damage, Range 6 hexes, 20 CP
° Dagger - AV 2, 1 Damage, Range 4 hexes, 15 CP
° Dart - AV 1, 0 Damage, Range 2 hexes, Can inject
poison/drugs, 3 CP
° Javelin - AV 5, 3 Damage, Range 8 hexes, 30 CP
° Spear - AV 4, 3 Damage, Range 10 hexes, 20 CP

Special Weapons
° Blowgun - AV 2, 0 Damage, Range 4 hexes, Can inject
poison/drugs, 20 CP
° Bolas - AV 2, 0 Damage, Range 6 hexes, Entangles target's
limb, 15 CP
° Net, Large - AV 5, 0 Damage, Range 2 hexes, Entangles 1-3
targets, 50 CP
° Net, Small - AV 3, 0 Damage, Range 3 hexes, Entangles a
target, 30 CP
° Sling - AV 1, 1 Damage or Stun, Range 15 hexes, 10 CP

General Gear
Adventuring Items
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

Antidote, Poison - 1 dose, 25 CP
Backpack, Leather - 20 CP
Bedroll - 15 CP
Belt Pouch - 5 CP
Bottle, Glass - 1 quart, 5 CP
Candle - 4 hrs, 2 CP
Crowbar - 20 CP
Fishing Gear - 15 CP
Flint & Steel - 1 CP
Grappling hook - 25 CP
Hammer - 8 CP
Healing Kit - +1 First Aid, 30 CP
Ink, Black - 1 bottle, 3 CP
Lantern - 20 CP
Oil Flask - Fuels lantern for 1 hr, 1 CP
Pole, 10' - 2 CP
Rations - Preserved, 1 day, 5 CP
Rope, Hemp - 20', bears 300 lbs, 10 CP
Rope, Silk - 20', bears 1000 lbs, 40 CP
Sack, Canvas - 2 CP
Scroll Case - 3 CP
Skinning Knife - 10 CP
Tent - 1 man, 35 CP
Torch - 1 CP
Waterskin - 10 CP
Writing Stick - 5 CP
Writing Sheet, Parchment - 1 CP

Clothing
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

Belt, Leather - 5 CP
Boots, High - 12 CP
Boots, Low - 8 CP
Cloak - 6 CP
Cloak, Hooded - 8 CP
Cloak, Winter - 10 CP
Dress - 12 CP
Gloves, Leather - 6 CP
Robe - 10 CP
Shoes - 7 CP
Trousers - 6 CP
Tunic - 9 CP
Underclothes - 3 CP

Weapon Accessories
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

Arrows (12) - 12 CP
Bolts (12) - 8 CP
Bowstring & wax - 4 CP
Quiver - 15 CP
Scabbard - 10 CP
Slingshots (12 lead) - 2 CP
Whetstone & Honing Oil - 12 CP

Enchanting Supplies
°
°
°
°
°
°

Cauldron, Alchemist's - Silver plated, ½ gallon, 250 CP
Ink, Mystical - 1 vial, 25 CP
Potion Bottle, Crystal - 15 CP
Potion Bottle, Glass - 5 CP
Wand, Enchanter's - 1000 CP
Writing Sheet, Heavy Parchment - 2 CP

Poisons, Toxins & Venoms
° Toxin, Deadly - 1 vial, 12 shots, stun 2d6 rounds, 48 CP
° Toxin, Strong - 1 vial, 12 shots, stun 1d6 rounds, 24 CP
° Toxin, Weak - 1 vial, 12 shots, stun 1d6/2 rnds (round up), 12
CP
° Venom, Deadly - 1 vial, 12 shots, paralysis 2d6 rnds, 96 CP
° Venom, Strong - 1 vial, 12 shots, paralysis 1d6 rnds, 48 CP
° Venom, Weak - 1 vial, 12 shots, paralysis 1d6/2 rnds (round
up), 24 CP
° Poison, Deadly - 1 vial, 12 shots, dmg for 2d6 rnds, 144 CP
° Poison, Strong - 1 vial, 12 shots, dmg for 1d6 rnds, 72 CP
° Poison, Weak - 1 vial, 12 shots, damage for 1d6/2 rnds
(round up), 36 CP

Transportation
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°
°

Barding, Chainmail Warhorse - DV 5, 275 CP
Barding, Leather Horse - DV 3, 150 CP
Canoe - 3 man, 150 CP
Cart - 10 mph max, 200 CP
Horse, Riding - 30 mph max, 1000 CP
Horse, War - 25 mph max, 2000 CP
Horse Tack - 250 CP
Mule - 20 mph max, 400 CP
Saddlebags - 30 CP
Wagon - 4 seat, 20 mph max, 500 CP
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Magic Items
° Amulet of Light - (300 CP) A carved, clear quartz pendant
that glows as bright as a torch.

° Ring of Deflection - (5,000) The wearer receives a +1 DV
bonus while the ring is worn.

° Boots of Sneaking - (700 CP) The wearer's footfalls are
quieted, granting a +5 bonus to audible stealth rolls.

° Ring of Salvation - (2,500 CP) Once per combat, the
wearer of this ring can call out to Zar Blackwolf and beg
for assistance, granting him either a +2 AV or a +3 DV
that round (his choice). Blackwolf isn't really a god, just
an enchanter who wants to become a legend. In fact, Zar
Blackwolf isn't even his real name...

° Cloak of Cloaking - (3,500 CP) This camouflaged cloak
changes colors so that the wearer blends in, granting a +3
bonus to visual stealth rolls.
° Comfortable Leather Armor - (600 CP) This armor has a
DV of 3 and causes no MP penalty.
° Epic Chainmail - (2,250 CP) This armor has a DV of 7 but
no additional MP penalty.

° Sack of Endless Caltrops - (450 CP) The holder of the sack
can pull out a large handful of 1" iron caltrops, without
being stabbed by them. Once another handful is pulled
from the sack, the previous handful disappears forever.

° Flowing Flagon - (200 CP) A hardwood flagon with the
figure of a dragon. It does not contain the pellet with the
poison, but it does fill with water three times per day on
command.

° Scroll of Detect Magic - (125 CP) After reading the spell
on this scroll, the speaker can see a glow on any magical
items or areas. A brighter glow indicates stronger magic.
The spell lasts 10 minutes.

° Gloves of Warmth - (550 CP) The wearer of these gloves
will never be uncomfortable or suffer damage due to
cold.

° Sharpened Knife - (525 CP) This knife has a fancy hilt, an
AV of 4, and does 3 damage.

° Grognard's Hammer - (3,000 CP) This warhammer has an
AV of 9 and inflicts 8 damage, so long as it is the only
weapon in the bearer's inventory.
° Health Potion - (400 CP) When imbibed, the red liquid
inside this small bottle restores 1d6+1 health points.
° Heroic Cloak - (350 CP) This fetching cloak flaps
heroically in the slightest breeze and always arranges
itself properly, granting a +1 on Social rolls.
° Magic Potion - (150 CP) When imbibed, the blue liquid
inside this small bottle restores 1d6+1 magic points.
° Magic Seeds - (100 CP/seed) When planted, each seed
grows into a mature plant in one minute, bearing its
maximum harvest of food. However, it is impossible to
tell what sort of seed it is. Determine randomly on 1d6 pumpkin vine, apple tree, blackberry bush, snap pea
plant, giant turnip plant, or orange tree.
° Neverfull Pack - (1,000 CP) This enchanted backpack is
bigger on the inside than the outside. It can hold up to
100 items. Unfortunately, it's pitch black inside the pack
and random which item is pulled out. The more items
are in the bag, the longer it takes to find the one you
want. An item must be able to fit through an 18"
diameter opening to be put in the bag. The pack's weight
is half that of its contents.

° Sylphan Sack - (4,000 CP) This sack can hold up to 1
cubic foot (1'x1'x1') of loot. No matter what is placed
inside, it never weighs more than one pound.
° Sword of Legend - (4,500 CP) An ornate longsword that
has runes in the hilt, AV 7, does 6 damage, and adds +1
to Body saving throws. Requires a minimum Body of 6
to wield.
° Tolkean Ring - (250 CP) A platinum ring engraved with
strange runes. Anyone who is offered this ring for sale
or trade must make a Mind saving throw versus greed or
covet it greatly. Those who covet the ring will pay 10
times more for it than they would normally think it was
worth. Offering the ring as a gift does not cause this
effect.
° Vial of Serpent Blood - (100 CP) Drinking this potion
cures poisoning. No further damage is taken from
poisons, toxins or venoms. Lost health points are not
recovered.
° Viking Helm - (500 CP) This is a metal helm with a pair of
impressive white horns. It has a DV of 8 and wasn't
made by Vikings. Vikings didn't actually wear horned
helms.
° Vorpal Shortsword - (3,250 CP) This ornate longsword has
an AV of 5, does 3 damage, and scores a critical hit with
only two matching numbers.

° Plate Armor of Champions - (2,000 CP) Anyone fighting
the wearer of this impressive, shiny armor must make a
saving throw versus fear when combat begins. If the
saving throw is failed, he suffers a -1 attack penalty
against the wearer due to intimidation until combat ends.
The armor has a defense value of 10.
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Game Master's Reference
Bestiary
Brought you to from the remote Library of Kazizathik, a compendium of monsters so foul, so deadly, and
so terrifying that adventurers quake at the mere sound of their names! Players, scram. Devious game
masters, read on!
The Defense Value (DV) of creatures is based upon natural armor, agility, and size. If a creature has
several different attacks, the most powerful one is listed first. Movement (MV) is listed as speed out of
combat. If the creature has two rates, the first is running (or swimming for sea creatures) and the second is
flying.
Alligator
Body 10, Mind 2, PER 6, HP 18, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: 0, MV 29
Attacks: Bite (AV 7, Dam 6)
Description: Very difficult to spot in swampy water or deep grass.
Ant Swarm
Body 1, Mind ½, PER 5, HP ½, MP 0
DV 0, Initiative: 0, MV 1
Attacks: Bite (AV 1, Dam 1)
Description: Numerous bites cause an allergic reaction, stinging and severe itching.

Ant, Giant
Body 5, Mind 1, PER 6, HP 7, MP 0
DV 4, Initiative: +1, MV 75
Attacks: Bite (AV 2, Dam 2)
Description: Injects a small amount of acid with each bite that is painful and can
damage armor.

Ape
Body 10, Mind 4, PER 7, HP 18, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: 0, MV 70
Attacks: Punch (AV 6, Dam 4), Bite (AV 3, Dam 2)
Description: Curious and quick to anger.
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Barbarian
Body 10, Mind 6, PER 6, HP 16, MP 6
DV *, Initiative: 0, MV 50
Attacks: Weapon (AV *, Dam *), Punch (AV 3, Dam 2)
Description: Able to use a variety of weapons and armor. Can berserk to resist fear,
stun and knockout.
Bat
Body 1, Mind 1, PER 8, HP 1, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: 0, MV 36
Attacks: Bite (AV 1, Dam 1)
Description: May carry rabies which is transmitted by its bite.
Bat, Vampire
Body 5, Mind 3, PER 9, HP 3, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: 0, MV 50
Attacks: Bite (AV 2, Dam 1), Claw (AV 1, Dam 1)
Description: Victims are at ½ BODY from dizziness while it is latched on and
drinking blood.
Bear
Body 12, Mind 4, PER 8, HP 16, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: 0, MV 86
Attacks: Bite (AV 5, Dam 4), Claw (AV 4, Dam 5)
Description: More dangerous when startled or defending cubs.
Bear, Arctic
Body 13, Mind 3, PER 8, HP 18, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: 0, MV 102
Attacks: Bite (AV 6, Dam 6), Claw (AV 5, Dam 5)
Description: More aggressive than normal bears.
Bear, Giant
Body 14, Mind 4, PER 8, HP 30, MP 0
DV 5, Initiative: 0, MV 120
Attacks: Claw (AV 9, Dam 7), Bite (AV 7, Dam 7)
Description: Not very agile. It has massive claws and teeth.
Bee, Giant
Body 4, Mind 1, PER 3, HP 4, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: 0, MV 97
Attacks: Sting (AV 5, Dam 2)
Description: The venom from a sting causes 1 point of damage each round for three
rounds unless a successful Body check is made.
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Boggle
Body 6, Mind 4, PER 5, HP 6, MP 4
DV 2, Initiative: 0, MV 70
Attacks: Bite (AV 3, Dam 2)
Description: Once per combat, it can emit a scream that stuns for 1d6/2 rounds in a 3
hex radius.
Bull
Body 9, Mind 2, PER 6, HP 16, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: 0, MV 96
Attacks: Butt: Horns (AV 6, Dam 4), Trample (AV 5, Dam 3)
Description: More likely to charge a running or retreating target.
Cat
Body 6, Mind 3, PER 9, HP 3, MP 0
DV 0, Initiative: +2, MV 84
Attacks: Claw (AV 2, Dam 1), Bite (AV 1, Dam 1)
Description: Cats have six ends. Five of them are dangerous.
Cave Lurker
Body 8, Mind 3, PER 8, HP 6, MP 0
DV 5, Initiative: +2, MV 10
Attacks: Bite (AV 3, Dam 3), Strangle (AV 4, Dam 1)
Description: Masquerades as a stalactite or stalagmite. Prefers to drop on intruders.

Closet Monster
Body 16, Mind 5, PER 6, HP 13, MP 5
DV 3, Initiative: 0, MV 46
Attacks: Bite (AV 6, Dam 5), Claw (AV 1, Dam 1)
Description: Once per combat, it can roar, causing anyone within range of hearing to
make a successful Mind check or flee for 1d6/2 rounds.
Cougar
Body 9, Mind 4, PER 10, HP 14, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: +2, MV 120
Attacks: Claw (AV 4, Dam 3), Bite (AV 3, Dam 3)
Description: Able to leap out of trees onto victims.
Crab, Giant
Body 10, Mind 1, PER 5, HP 11, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: 0, MV 67
Attacks: Pinch (AV 4, Dam 3), Kick (AV 3, Dam 1)
Description: Dangerous near its den but likely to retreat on land.
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Creation
Body 14, Mind 5, PER 6, HP 14, MP 1
DV 3, Initiative: -1, MV 37
Attacks: Zap (AV 8/2, Dam 4), Punch (AV 3, Dam )
Description: Immune to fear, stun and knockout.

Deadly Box
Body 5, Mind 3, PER 7, HP 5, MP 5
DV 2, Initiative: 0, MV 20
Attacks: Strangle (AV 5, Dam 2)
Description: Similar to a hermit crab. Able to live in sturdy chests, barrels, crates,
large planters, etc.
Devil
Body 15, Mind 7, PER 8, HP 9, MP 0
DV 4, Initiative: 0, MV 75
Attacks: Stab: Spear (AV 4, Dam 3), Hex (AV *, Dam *)
Description: Knows the Arcane Armor, Beast Claws, Fire Bolt, and Quench Fire
spells. Once per combat, can hex a target, causing -3 dice roll penalties for 1d6
rounds.
Dinosaur
Body 16, Mind 3, PER 5, HP 60, MP 0
DV 7, Initiative: -3, MV 105
Attacks: Bite (AV 11, Dam 10), Stomp (AV 6, Dam 7)
Description: 30' tall, endlessly hungry, and attracted by movement.
Djinn
Body 12, Mind 7, PER 8, HP 12, MP 10
DV 6, Initiative: 0, MV 65
Attacks: Stab: Short Sword (AV 5, Dam 3)
Description: Knows the Dismiss Magic, Fairy Flight, Mend Item, Mystic Orb, and
Vorpal Edge spells.
Dog
Body 6, Mind 4, PER 10, HP 5, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: +1, MV 100
Attacks: Bite (AV 3, Dam 1)
Description: Able to track by scent. Suffers a maximum PER penalty of -2 due to
sight or sound concealment.
Dog, Guard
Body 7, Mind 4, PER 11, HP 6, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: +2, MV 90
Attacks: Bite (AV 5, Dam 2)
Description: Trained attack hound.
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Dragon
Body 15, Mind 8, PER 8, HP 55, MP 8
DV 10, Initiative: -1, MV 110/150
Attacks: Bite (AV 12, Dam 12), Claw (AV 8, Dam 10), Swipe: Tail (AV 5, Dam 7)
Description: 25' long and able to fly long distances. Loves to eat livestock.
Drake, Fire
Body 13, Mind 7, PER 7, HP 50, MP 12
DV 9, Initiative: -1, MV 100/170
Attacks: Incinerate: Breath (AV 12, Dam 16), Bite (AV 10, Dam 8), Claw (AV 7, Dam
8)
Description: 20' long from nose to tail tip. Can breathe fire in a line 6 hexes long,
every other round.
Eel
Body 4, Mind 2, PER 5, HP 2, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: +3, MV 95
Attacks: Shock (AV 8/1, Dam 3), Bite (AV 3, Dam 1)
Description: Shock AV is 8 against metal armor or directly touching skin, otherwise
only 1. The shock also causes stun until the end of the next round.
Elephant, Mad
Body 15, Mind 4, PER 6, HP 40, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: -2, MV 72
Attacks: Gore (AV 5, Dam 5), Trample (AV 5, Dam 7)
Description: 10' tall, weighs 5 tons, and incredibly angry.

Fish, Giant
Body 3, Mind 1, PER 2, HP 4, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: 0, MV 55
Attacks: Bite (AV 2, Dam 1)
Description: Attracted to shiny objects and will attempt to swallow them.
Fox, Sable
Body 5, Mind 5, PER 9, HP 3, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: +1, MV 120
Attacks: Bite (AV 2, Dam 1)
Description: Extraordinarily clever and stealthy.

Frog, Giant
Body 4, Mind 2, PER 6, HP 6, MP 0
DV 4, Initiative: 0, MV 105
Attacks: Whip (AV 4, Dam 1), Bite (AV 2, Dam 1)
Description: Able to latch onto targets and drag them in with its sticky tongue.
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Genie
Body 11, Mind 7, PER 8, HP 11, MP 7
DV 4, Initiative: 0, MV 60
Attacks: Stab: Knife (AV 4, Dam 2)
Description: Knows the Flight of Fancy, Gypsy Folksong, Thief's Lullaby and Siren's
Voice spells. She can cast without an instrument.
Ghost
Body 16, Mind 4, PER 4, HP 9, MP 1
DV 1, Initiative: 0, MV 25
Attacks: Chill Touch (AV 4, Dam 5), Wail (AV *, Dam 6)
Description: Undead. Can inflict cold damage by touch. Once per combat, can emit a
mournful wail that causes d6 damage to living targets within a 20 hex radius.
Ghoul
Body 15, Mind 5, PER 5, HP 15, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: -2, MV 50
Attacks: Bite (AV 5, Dam 3), Punch (AV 3, Dam 1)
Description: Undead. When it successfully bites, it latches on and continues to inflict
an automatic 2 damage each subsequent round until it is removed. Targets must make
a successful Body check or destroy it to knock it loose.
Goat, Feral
Body 7, Mind 3, PER 6, HP 5, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: 0, MV 50
Attacks: Butt: Horns (AV 4, Dam 3), Bite (AV 2, Dam 1)
Description: Much stronger and more aggressive than normal goats.
Goblin
Body 6, Mind 5, PER 6, HP 7, MP 5
DV *, Initiative: 0, MV 44
Attacks: Stab: Short Sword (AV 4, Dam 3), Bite (AV 2, Dam 2)
Description: Able to build traps and lay ambushes. They live in tribes and can use
primitive tools.
Grave Lurker
Body 14, Mind 6, PER 8, HP 14, MP 0
DV 4, Initiative: +1, MV 40
Attacks: Bite (AV 7, Dam 5), Claw (AV 2, Dam 1)
Description: Undead. It feasts on the dead, preferring human corpses to animals. It
will fight to defend the graveyard it claims as its territory.
Gremlin
Body 4, Mind 3, PER 3, HP 4, MP 3
DV 4, Initiative: 0, MV 25
Attacks: Bite (AV 2, Dam 2)
Description: Whenever it touches an inanimate item weighing 5 pounds or less, there
is a 1 in 6 chance the item will break.
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Hawk, Strix
Body 3, Mind 3, PER 8, HP 2, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: +2, MV 190
Attacks: Bite (AV 3, Dam 2)
Description: Latches on and drinks blood for 1 extra damage per round.

Horse
Body 7, Mind 3, PER 9, HP 7, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: 0, MV 132
Attacks: Kick (AV 5, Dam 4), Bite (AV 3, Dam 1)
Description: 15 to 18 hands high, 350° range of vision, herd mentality.

Imp
Body 5, Mind 3, PER 5, HP 4, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: 0, MV 83
Attacks: Horns (AV 4, Dam 3), Bite (AV 2, Dam 2)
Description: Loves to steal shiny or magic items and hide them in its den.
Lion
Body 9, Mind 4, PER 9, HP 14, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: +1, MV 88
Attacks: Bite (AV 6, Dam 5), Claw (AV 5, Dam 4)
Description: Grassland hunter. Females hunt in groups.
Lizard, Giant
Body 11, Mind 3, PER 5, HP 20, MP 0
DV 5, Initiative: -1, MV 70
Attacks: Bite (AV 7, Dam 5), Swipe: Tail (AV 2, Dam 4)
Description: 10' long with teeth the size of daggers.
Lizard-kin
Body 7, Mind 5, PER 6, HP 5, MP 5
DV *, Initiative: 0, MV 60
Attacks: Stab: Spear (AV 3, Dam 2), Dart: Blowgun (AV 2, Dam 0)
Description: Extremely clever and stealthy. Warriors wear fur armor. Blowgun
needles are tipped with a variety of poisons and toxins.
Lizard-kin Wizard
Body 6, Mind 6, PER 8, HP 4, MP 6
DV , Initiative: 0, MV 58
Attacks: Dart: Blowgun (AV 2, Dam 0)
Description: Attacks with spells.
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Louse, Giant
Body 8, Mind 2, PER 3, HP 4, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: 0, MV 40
Attacks: Strangle (AV 3, Dam 2), Bite (AV 3, Dam 2)
Description: Its touch causes severe allergies. Loves to eat cloth, leather and wood.
Mite, Giant
Body 9, Mind 4, PER 5, HP 6, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: 0, MV 70
Attacks: Bite (AV 5, Dam 2), Slash: Knife (AV 3, Dam 2)
Description: Very clever tool-using insects that rarely travel alone.

Mongoose
Body 4, Mind 3, PER 8, HP 3, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: +4, MV 68
Attacks: Bite (AV 1, Dam 1)
Description: Very agile, able to dodge striking snakes, immune to most snake venoms
Moose
Body 8, Mind 3, PER 6, HP 8, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: 0, MV 102
Attacks: Kick (AV 4, Dam 4), Gore: Antlers (AV 3, Dam 3), Bite (AV 4, Dam 1)
Description: 6' high at the shoulder, only males have antlers, very aggressive in the
autumn.
Mouse
Body 1, Mind 1, PER 8, HP 1, MP 0
DV 5, Initiative: +2, MV 2
Attacks: Bite (AV 0, Dam 0)
Description: Excellent at dodging and hiding, loves to eat rations.
Mummy
Body 16, Mind 2, PER 5, HP 10, MP 1
DV 3, Initiative: -2, MV 20
Attacks: Punch (AV 4, Dam 3)
Description: Undead. Takes no additional damage from critical hits. Vulnerable to
fire.
Octopus
Body 6, Mind 5, PER 10, HP 8, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: 0, MV 20
Attacks: Strangle (AV 7, Dam 4), Bite (AV 3, Dam 2)
Description: 14' arm span, excellent sense of sight and touch, able to latch on with
suckers and entangle victims with less than 12 Body. Can jet backwards to escape at
MV 50. Once per combat, it can squirt black ink blocking vision in a 2 hex radius.
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Pegasus
Body 9, Mind 4, PER 10, HP 7, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: 0, MV 118/126
Attacks: Kick (AV 5, Dam 4), Bite (AV 3, Dam 1)
Description: Able to kick opponents from overhead while flying.

Piranha
Body 3, Mind 1, PER 4, HP 3, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: +3, MV 25
Attacks: Bite (AV 2, Dam 3)
Description: Attacks in a school, voracious appetite, carnivorous.
Plant, Man-eating
Body 4, Mind 1, PER 12, HP 8, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: -2, MV 15
Attacks: Strangle (AV 7, Dam 3), Bite (AV 3, Dam 2)
Description: Attempts to bind foes in its vines and pull them in, often attacking
sleeping creatures at night.
Preying Mantis
Body 3, Mind 3, PER 6, HP 7, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: +3, MV 15
Attacks: Claw (AV 4, Dam 2)
Description: 3' tall with bladed forelegs. Capable of short bursts of MV 45 speed

Rat, Giant
Body 8, Mind 4, PER 8, HP 8, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: 0, MV 75
Attacks: Bite (AV 5, Dam 3), Claw (AV 2, Dam 1)
Description: Bite causes a disease that reduces Body by 1 for a month, cumulative for
bites from different animals up to a Body penalty of 3.
Reaper
Body 16, Mind 12, PER 16, HP 20, MP 12
DV 4, Initiative: 0, MV 40
Attacks: Slice: Scythe (AV 7, Dam 7), Chill Touch (AV 6, Dam 1)
Description: Paralyzes targets by touch for d6 rounds. Nearly invisible while standing
in deep shadows.
Redcap
Body 6, Mind 5, PER 6, HP 6, MP 5
DV *, Initiative: -1, MV 44
Attacks: Stab: Knife (AV 3, Dam 2), Punch (AV 2, Dam 1)
Description: Notorious drunkards and troublemakers.
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Revenant
Body 10, Mind 5, PER , HP 10, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: 0, MV 30
Attacks: Stab: Knife (AV 4, Dam 2), Bite (AV 3, Dam 1), Strangle (AV 1, Dam 1)
Description: Undead. Clever and relentless. Attracted to evil.
Rhino, Savage
Body 14, Mind 3, PER 6, HP 45, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: 0, MV 75
Attacks: Trample (AV 5, Dam 5), Butt: Horns (AV 3, Dam 6)
Description: 4' tall at the shoulder, 8' long, 1500 lbs and carnivorous. Can charge at
MV 100 for short distances.
Satyr
Body 7, Mind 6, PER 7, HP 7, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: 0, MV 70
Attacks: Slash: Short Sword (AV 4, Dam 3), Kick (AV 3, Dam 1)
Description: 5' tall, prankster, loves to trade music and secrets.

Serpent
Body 4, Mind 4, PER 5, HP 4, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: +1, MV 58
Attacks: Bite (AV 5, Dam 2)
Description: Each round that someone looks at the serpent while it is raised up with its
hood open, there is a 1 in 6 chance that he will be hypnotized and unable to act.
Shaman
Body 6, Mind 10, PER 14, HP 8, MP 16
DV 1, Initiative: 0, MV 30
Attacks: Stab: Spear (AV 4, Dam 3)
Description: Knows the Heal Wounds, Cure Disease, Cure Poison, Enlarge Beast, and
Shadow Walk spells.
Shambler
Body 7, Mind 2, PER 2, HP 8, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: -3, MV 20
Attacks: Bite (AV 3, Dam 2)
Description: Undead. Tends to move in groups. Noisy due to moaning and limbdragging. Not likely to surprise anyone.
Shark
Body 12, Mind 2, PER 5, HP 15, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: 0, MV 129
Attacks: Bite (AV 7, Dam 6)
Description: 7' long and 200 lbs. Has an incredible sense of smell, is attracted by
blood, and prefers reefs.
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Skeleton
Body 13, Mind 1, PER 2, HP 4, MP 0
DV 5, Initiative: -2, MV 25
Attacks: Claw (AV 3, Dam 1)
Description: Undead. Bones hardened and claws sharpened through necromancy, will
not stop until destroyed.
Skunk
Body 3, Mind 3, PER 7, HP 3, MP 0
DV 0, Initiative: 0, MV 29
Attacks: Spray (AV 5, Dam 1), Bite (AV 1, Dam 1)
Description: Can spray a foul smelling substance that only tomato juice can remove.
Slimer, Green
Body 5, Mind 1, PER 10, HP 5, MP 0
DV 0, Initiative: +1, MV 25
Attacks: Slime (AV 8, Dam 3*), Goo (AV 3, Dam 0*)
Description: Its slime attack is corrosive and only damages metal. It can spray goo at
an enemy's face to temporarily blind them.
Snake, Poisonous
Body 4, Mind 2, PER 5, HP 3, MP 0
DV 1, Initiative: +2, MV 18
Attacks: Bite (AV 1, Dam 1)
Description: Poison from bite causes 2d6 (drop lowest) damage, one per minute
starting the round after the bite.
Spider, Giant
Body 9, Mind 2, PER 4, HP 15, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: +1, MV 85
Attacks: Bite (AV 4, Dam 2)
Description: Able to shoot a giant web every other round. The web can entangle a
target with 10 Body or less and breaks after taking 3 damage.
Spider, Poisonous
Body 1, Mind ½, PER 1, HP ½, MP 0
DV 0, Initiative: +2, MV 3
Attacks: Bite (AV 1, Dam 0)
Description: Poison from bite causes d6 damage, one per hour starting the hour after
the bite.
Stinkbug, Mutant
Body 5, Mind 1, PER 4, HP 5, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: 0, MV 76
Attacks: Spray (AV 8, Dam 1), Bite (AV 5, Dam 3)
Description: Can spray a cloud of choking, noxious fumes covering a 5 hex radius.
Mammals breathing it are at ½ Body for 3 rounds.
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Tentacles, Evil
Body 7, Mind 3, PER 7, HP 15, MP 3
DV 5, Initiative: -1, MV 90
Attacks: Strangle (AV 9, Dam 8)
Description: The main body of the creature is always underground. It has 2d6/2
appendages to attack with and retreats if they are severed.
Tick, Giant
Body 11, Mind 1, PER 5, HP 7, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: 0, MV 31
Attacks: Bite (AV 5, Dam 7)
Description: Its bite causes a blood infection that reduces Body by d6/2 for a week.
Tiger
Body 10, Mind 5, PER 11, HP 16, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: +2, MV 146
Attacks: Bite (AV 8, Dam 6), Claw (AV 5, Dam 5)
Description: Stealthy and patient hunter with excellent night vision.
Troll
Body 15, Mind 5, PER 6, HP 35, MP 0
DV 4, Initiative: 0, MV 75
Attacks: Bite (AV 5, Dam 5), Punch (AV 5, Dam 4)
Description: Regenerates 1 health point every third round.
Unicorn
Body 11, Mind 5, PER 15, HP 7, MP 10
DV 2/4, Initiative: 0, MV 146
Attacks: Impale: Horn (AV 6, Dam 4), Kick (AV 5, Dam 5)
Description: DV enhanced by magic, reduced to 2 if dispelled. Magic defense can be
restored once per day.
Vampire
Body 15, Mind 8, PER 13, HP 20, MP 12
DV 8, Initiative: +1, MV 68
Attacks: Claw (AV 2, Dam 2), Bite (AV 1, Dam 1)
Description: Undead. Has supernaturally hardened skin. Takes 1 point of damage per
round from direct sunlight.
Vulture, Giant
Body 5, Mind 3, PER 11, HP 13, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: 0, MV 135
Attacks: Bite (AV 6, Dam 4), Claw (AV 5, Dam 3)
Description: 15' wingspan, blood red feathers with black tips, eats carrion, and
immune to disease.
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Wasp Swarm, Fire
Body 2, Mind ½, PER 3, HP 2, MP 0
DV 7, Initiative: +1, MV 80
Attacks: Ignite: Fire (AV 5, Dam 1), Bite (AV 1, Dam 1)
Description: Each insect sparks as it attacks, potentially igniting hair, armor and
equipment.
Werewolf
Body 15, Mind 6, PER 9, HP 18, MP 6
DV 6, Initiative: 0, MV 100
Attacks: Claw (AV 6, Dam 6), Bite (AV 5, Dam 4)
Description: Immune to fear.

Witch
Body 6, Mind 8, PER 8, HP 7, MP 14
DV 0, Initiative: 0, MV 35
Attacks: Stab: Poisoned knife (AV 3, Dam 4)
Description: Knows the Arcane Senses, Aspect of the Owl, Frost Orb, and Gloom
spells. Can brew poisons.
Wolf, Dire
Body 14, Mind 5, PER 10, HP 25, MP 0
DV 4, Initiative: +1, MV 135
Attacks: Bite (AV 7, Dam 6), Howl (AV *, Dam *)
Description: Once per combat, it can emit a piercing howl that deafens for 1d6
minutes.
Wyvern
Body 8, Mind 15, PER 10, HP 6, MP 0
DV 3, Initiative: 0, MV 70
Attacks: Claw (AV 3, Dam 2), Bite (AV 2, Dam 2)
Description: Breathes a cloud of vapor that causes creatures in the same hex to fall
asleep for 4+d6 minutes.
Yelpie
Body 4, Mind 2, PER 4, HP 4, MP 0
DV 0, Initiative: -3, MV 35
Attacks: Bite (AV 2, Dam 1), Punch (AV 1, Dam 1)
Description: Monsters won't eat them because they taste terrible, but will investigate
their screams guessing that tasty adventurers are nearby.
Zombie
Body 12, Mind 3, PER 3, HP 7, MP 0
DV 2, Initiative: -3, MV 25
Attacks: Punch (AV 3, Dam 2), Strangle (AV 2, Dam 1)
Description: Undead. Takes no additional damage from critical hits, has very poor
senses.
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1d6/2 - roll a six-sided die, divide the result by 2 and round up.
2d6 - roll two six-sided dice and add the results.
3d6 - roll three six-sided dice and add the results.
Area Of Effect (AOE) - an effect, usually a spell or weapon attack, which affects everything in a defined area.
Armor Value - the number of points armor contributes to a target's defense value.
Attack Value (AV) - a number that represents an attacker's ability to successfully strike a target.
Attribute - (also: stat) a number representing a character's mental or physical aptitude; higher numbers are better.
Attribute Check - (also: roll versus attribute)
Caster - The person who is casting a spell on the target.
Copper Piece (CP) - The lowest denomination coin, worth about a dollar. 100 copper pieces are worth one silver.
Critical Hit - a successful attack that deals more damage than a normal blow; critical hits are usually difficult to achieve, with
more powerful PCs being more likely to achieve them.
Critical Miss - a failed attack roll that produces catastrophic results for the character.
Damage Over Time (DOT) - an effect which causes damage for several rounds.
Defense Value (DV) - a number that reflects how difficult it is to successfully hit a target.
Experience Points (XP) - points given to reward characters for success in combat, task-completion, and story advancement;
accumulation of points allows characters to increase their abilities.
Game Master (GM) - (also: DM, dungeon master) a participant in a multiplayer game who acts as the storyteller and rules
arbitrator. The GM's purpose is to weave the other participants' stories together, control the non-player aspects of the
game, and describe environments in which the players can interact.
Gold Piece (GP) - A gold coin, equal in value to 100 silver pieces.
Health Points (HP) - a measure of a character's health, the amount of damage he can take before dying or becoming
incapacitated.
Hex Radius - on a hexagonal map, the hex that the source of the effect is in, plus all hexes that are within a certain number of
contiguous hex spaces from the source.
In Character (IC) - something said, done, or known by the character within the game.
Initiative - a system for determining which character acts first, or the order in which players take turns.
Line Of Sight (LOS) - an imaginary line drawn between subject and target; the subject may only act or fire upon the target if
the line is unobstructed.
Magic Points (MP) - a measure of magical energy within a character which is drained by the casting of spells and recovered
by rest.
Melee Combat - a fight involving hand-to-hand combat rather than ranged weapons.
Module - an adventure written by the game master, containing maps and a description of the plotline, NPCs, monsters,
locations, traps and special items that appear in the story.
Non-Player Character (NPC) - a character whose actions are determined by the game master; NPCs might be allies, monsters,
bystanders, or enemies of the player's characters.
Off Hand - the character's weaker hand; the left hand for right-handed characters.
Out Of Character (OOC) - anything which is said, done, or known by the player, as opposed to his character.
Party - a group of player characters who act and travel together.
Player Character (PC) - a fictional character in a game who is controlled by the player, rather than the GM.
Plot Hook - an excuse for the characters to get involved in the adventure, usually an interesting conversation, clue or event.
Range Of Hearing (ROH) - the range at which targets can hear the speech, music, spellcasting or other sounds made by the
subject.
Roll To Hit - (also: attack roll) a roll to determine whether an attack hits, using the character's appropriate attributes and
combat skills.
Round (Rnd) - a 10-second segment of time in which each character can take a turn and perform an action.
Run A Game - to referee an adventure; to act as the game master.
Saving Throw - (also: resisting) a die roll to determine if a character can avoid or reduce the effects of a spell, poison, fear, or
other adverse circumstance.
Silver Piece (SP) - A silver coin, equal in value to 100 copper pieces.
Skill - a character's training, experience and aptitude in a set of related trades.
Skill Check - (also: roll versus skill) a die roll to determine if the character can successfully use a particular skill.
Spellcaster - A person capable of casting spells; a sorcerer, wizard or bard.
Target - The person, item or area that is the intended recipient of a spell or weapon hit.
Trait - a character merit designed to give a bonus or special ability.
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Game Master Tips
Don't Try to Win - Roleplaying games aren't about winning and losing. An
adventure is not a competition between the GM and the players. There's no fun in that
- the GM controls the universe and can't lose. It's your job to entertain the players by
presenting challenges for them to overcome, rewarding them when they succeed, and
telling a good story along the way.
Don't Abuse Power - Players enjoy a logical, balanced game. Avoid making
arbitrary decisions. You are the interface between the players and a virtual world. It's
not your world, existing simply to show off your creativity as a designer. It is the setting in which enjoyable
stories should take place.
Dice Don't Rule - The dice are not more important than the story. In general, it's good to follow the rules
and rolls, to make a consistent and fair game world. However, don't let a good or bad roll stand in the way of
an entertaining story climax. Characters should die from bad decisions more often than bad luck.
Don't Favor NPCs - The PCs are more important than any NPCs you create. Don't try to be a player in
your own game through an NPC. Don't put a favorite fictional character in the game if you can't stand to see
the PCs outshine or defeat him.
Have a Framework - Not every adventure needs to be completely fleshed out, however, you need a
framework. The adventure needs to have a purpose, such as finding a lost ruin, recovering an artifact,
meeting an important NPC, defeating a monster, or discovering a vital clue. Come up with one or more
encounters which will lead the PCs toward that goal.
Improvise - You can't plan for everything the players will do. You'll need to improvise places, objects,
and people on a regular basis. Keep a list of common names handy. Try to draw from personal experience
and media sources. Take notes on any major story elements you invent - it may come up again later.
No Monty Haul - Avoid giving your players wealth and power too quickly. If something is acquired
easily, it isn't cherished treasure. Extremely powerful characters are difficult to design plots for.
Avoid Grimtooth - Don't abuse traps. When traps are overused, they seem like arbitrary attempts to kill
characters. The story bogs down when the PCs have to check every door and chest before touching it. Trap
placement should be logical. How does the wizard move around in his own tower?
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Quick
Quick Reference
Character Creation:
Attributes: 3d6 drop the lowest die and 2d6
Health Points: Body + Race adjustment
Magic Points: Mind + Race adjustment
Skill Points: Body in physical, Mind in mental
Traits: 2 for humans, 1 for all other races
Spells: Low magic only, Sorcerer Mind/2, Wizard/Bard Mind/3 (round up)
Maneuvers: Warrior Body/3, Ranger/Rogue Body/4 (round down)
Money: Sorcerer/Rogue/Bard 3d6x10cp, others 3d6 (drop lowest) x10 copper

Attribute Check: 3d6 <= Attr
Skill Check: 3d6 <= Attr + Skill
Saving Throw: 3d6 <= Attr + Adj.
PER Check: 3d6 <= Mind + Skill + PER Adj.
Health Points: Rec 1/8 hr rest & d6/2 first aid
Magic Points: Rec 1/hr rest & 3/hr sleep, base reduced by armor DV
Mv: Body-(Armor DV/2) hexes in combat, (Bodyx5)-Armor DV out
Init: Mind+Body + trait/maneuver, tie to high Body, 2nd tie to high d6
Surprise: -5 initiative on 1st rnd
Att Rank: weapon + spell fx + skill bonus + maneuver + aim - shield use - stun
Def Rank: armor + spell fx + shield + dodge + cover
To Hit: 3d6 <= target # on combat chart
Armor Damage Absorb: Attack missed by 3 or less
Dodge: 3d6 <= Body + Combat skill
Parry: 3d6 <= Weapon AV + Combat skill
2 Weapon Attack: -1 main hand, -3 off hand
Mounted Combat: -1 1H, -2 thrown, -3 ranged, -4 2H
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Character Sheet
Basic Information
Player:
PC Name:
XP Earned:
XP Spent:

Notes
Race:
Class:
Body:
Mind:
HP:
MP:
PER Adj.:

Traits

Skills

Combat Maneuvers

Armor & Weapon
Armor:
DV:
DV Adj.:
Weapon:
AV:
AV Adj.:

Athletic:
Arcane:
Combat:
Craft:
Medical:
Outdoors:
Social:
Underworld:
Gear
Coins:

Spells
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